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Statistical approacbes to classification emphasize apprehension of structure by an analyst in a group of records.
but issues of meaning and semantics are important. despite the focus on structure and algorithms. If meaning
and semantics guide formal approaches to classification, can an understanding of structure in a collection of
records inform the development of a semantic classification scheme? Data viSUalization tools can help human
analysts recognize structure and pattern in text and numeric data.
1. Introduction l
A classification system is a set of constructs used by one or more persons to bring sense and
structure to some part of reality. One often draws the distinction between "formal" systems
with explicit structure (e.g. a library classification) and "informal" systems such as an
ethnobiological classification or a classification of kinship terms (Eastman and Carter, 1994),
One can make a further distinction between statistically-based and semantically-based fonnal
systems. In a semantic system, the creation of category structure and the assignment of
entities to categories is achieved through human intellectual effort. Statistical approaches
involve applying an algorithm to representations of entities on one or more quantified
attributes. The analyst's goal may be a category structure that fits the observations (e.g.,
cluster analysis) or a function that helps discriminate records in an existing category structure
(e.g., discriminant function analysis) (Manly, 1986).
Classification by minds and classification by machines would seem to be at opposite poles,
but issues of structure and of meaning are at the heart of both approaches. Automatic
clustering methods support the goal of revealing structure, but users of those methods are
cautioned to be guided by theory>. Can the apprehension of structure in a collection of records
inform the development of a semantic classification scheme? Data visualization tools, such as
those under development at the University of Pittsburgh, may assist human classifiers by
highlighting the same statistical properties to which clustering methods are sensitive.
2. Cluster Analysis
In cluster analysis, a collection of n representations is divided into m groups based on
estimated or computed associations between pairs of representations. For example, one can
crudely estimate topical similarity between documents on the basis of terms they share
(Salton, 1989). A computer program can extract the terms and quantify them in document
representations with a term weighting scheme. One can compute similarity between texts
using a measure such as Euclidean distance or the cosine measure (Dubin, 1994).
1 ['m grateful to Barbara Kwasnik and to Robert Korlhage for their comments on earlier drafts of this paper.
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